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Shabbat Shalom Family,
Announcements
We again remind you that for Sukkot we will be traveling to Manila, Philippines to teach this
great subject on the Sabbatical and Jubilee years.
This is going to be different than any other teaching I have done. Arrangements have already
been made for us to teach this to Parliamentarians, Celebrities, Senator and Military
personnel. This is on top of teaching these things to the Brethren. What is going on in the
Philippines is unbelievable.
It reminds me of the parable in Matthew of the invitation to the wedding being taken from Israel
and given to others who value it more than Israel did. They hunger for these truths, do you?
Keep us in your prayers. You can get the daily Typhoon reports at this
link. http://weather.com.ph/news/weatherphilippines-daily-graphical-satellite-analysis-from4pm-sep-08-until-4pm-sep-09-2015
We have not heard anymore from Africa for December, and are wondering if this is going to
happen or not.
But we are also considering hosting our own event in Toronto, Canada this November. If this is
of interest to you then please write us so we can get an idea on how many are interested in
coming. Thank you.
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Myerstown, PA.
Last weekend we traveled to Myerstown, PA to share our message. James Relf traveled with
me and Mitch & Krista Houston came from Kansas to join us along with Greg Cronkite. We had
also many other good friends come and listen to our teachings.
We also did a special radio broadcast that was to air this week on Lamb Radio and Hebrew
Nations Radio. But both stations failed to enter the show in our time slot. Disappointing, to say
the least.
There were many things that took place at the meeting itself. I again want to thank Margaret &
Larry Umble and Susan Loose for all the work that went into preparing this event and arranging
for us to come. Why, Susan, why?
Margaret has written a report of this weekend. As odd as this may sound to some, it is not
unfamiliar to us to hear. The opposition to this message is very strong and we see it many
times in many ways.
So let me share with you what Margaret has to say about this weekend and our message.
Before I arrived she struggled to understand it. So Friday night I sat with her one-on-one and
she now understands it and sees the importance of everyone hearing this message. So get the
DVDs and watch them and read the books to learn the details.
The weekend that we were working on and looking forward to for so long is over. It was an
amazing weekend of learning new things and deep conviction. I know our fellowship is going to
need to do some evaluating of some of our practices. We have, for the sake of comfort, and
probably out of pure laziness, simply followed the Jewish calendar for the feast days without
making the effort to explore where they get their dates and why. There are some very good
reasons for the ‘why’, but everything we do must, in the end, be evaluated by Torah. We do
not want to get mixed up in the constant calendar controversies, but being aware of Yehovah’s
instructions is incredibly important and must be followed. It is kind of strange that I even zero in
on this issue since that was not the major theme of Joseph Dumond’s teaching for the
weekend! Just proof that if the teacher is in tune with Yehovah, the hearers will hear what
Yehovah is saying, no matter what he thinks he is saying.
Preparing for this weekend in our community was a rough road for me. I knew Joe had wanted
to come for a number of years, and I just never felt the time was right or had the time and
energy to facilitate it. A few months ago I felt strongly urged by Yehovah that this is the time.
My life seemed to have room in it to do the work required to make it happen. Let me just say
that, while I strongly encourage everyone to allow this brother to come and give the message
Yehovah has given him, it is spiritually a dangerous thing to do. I cannot tell you the number of
times I felt under attack in my spirit. I went through periods of feeling overwhelmed,
discouraged, depressed and an enormous desire to cancel and give up. EVERY time I
determined that in the morning I will message Joe and tell him it is just not going to work, I
would get up in the morning and there would be something that would clearly be a message
from Yehovah that this MUST go on. One of those times, Joe had made mention of the
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conference on Facebook. I saw it, and right on that post I admitted that I just did not see how
this was going to happen. We had just sold our business property and I was totally
overwhelmed by the work that needed to be done to totally get moved out of that property.
VERY soon, a dear sister also posted and said “I’ll help! Just tell me what you need!” I KNEW
Father was talking! So I contacted her and dumped all the things that had been overwhelming
me on her. She immediately went to work and within days, the mountains I could not cross
were finished. Discouragement did not end there. Registrations were slow coming in, which,
having been part of organizing other conferences, I knew was normal, but HaSatan used it as
a form of discouragement. In the lowest times, I would get up in the morning and there was
either a phone call or email message from people wanting to register. None of this in itself is
unusual, but I was very aware of a war going on. Yehovah was passionate about seeing this
conference happen and HaSatan was equally passionate to see it stopped. Because we trust
the actions of Yehovah, it was not stopped and we saw great things happen.
In our Fellowship and Torah Bible Studies we have some women whose spouses are not on
board with their walk at all. This is very difficult and is a constant prayer issue for us. Saturday
night after the sessions of the day were over and we were relaxing in the living room, I got
messages from two of these women within minutes of each other. Both of them had been able
to share a few things from the day with their husbands and both husbands expressed an
interest in coming the next day. This was unheard of! I was totally amazed. The next morning
neither of them actually came. One stayed home to read the books. That was fine. Just the fact
that they listened and expressed interest showed us that Yehovah was indeed working
miracles in this weekend.
I do believe the message the Father has given Joe is urgent. I urge others to follow the
Father’s leading to bring Joe into your community. If that is not what you can or should do, at
least share the books and videos with everyone you can. The church is being strongly
encouraged to watch for the rapture right now. When the actions of judgement are poured out
around them, they will be very disillusioned and will lose trust in their pastors. Share the truth
with those around you.
Our Mail this week
Here are a number of emails that have come in this week.
Joseph,
I have been listening to your message for a couple of years now. Though I didn’t always agree
with everything you said, I appreciated your getting the information out about the Sabbatical and
Jubilee years. My family and I will indeed be keeping Shemittah from Aviv 2016 to Aviv 2017.
However, in view of the content of your recent newsletter, (in your own words below) I feel I
cannot listen to you anymore, as you are going down a wrong road and teaching others to follow
you there.
You said in your newsletter The Wall Street Waltz, Aug. 22, 2015: In preparations for this
event, we feel strongly the need to set up headquarters in Jerusalem. We need to get going on this
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right away. We have a few widows and others sending in what they can from time to time, but we
do not have all of you doing this week in and week out while we now have the time to do so.
We need people and financial support to do this. A building large enough to house people and
businesses of this end time message will be in the millions. We need help to do this.
…We intend to do the same in this building project. If you do not invest in the future of your
family such as a headquarters in Jerusalem then how could you expect to go there when you need
to escape what is coming. It is time to think about the real facts that we present to you week in
and week out. Weigh what we say and consider how much could be done with the many of you
versus individually doing it by yourself.
The Jews bought the land from the Arabs starting in 1840 up to 1948. Is Ephraim going to do the
same or think only of themselves like prophecy says they do, spending all their enheritance on
false gods.
Help us invest in a headquarters in Jerusalem. Invest in a work that is working for the Kingdom of
Yehovah.
No! This is being done in the spirit of Hagar! When Abraham took matters into his own hands to
get himself an heir instead of waiting for YHWH to move according to His promise. You are
trying to get Ephraim to “get to Israel” under their own power instead of waiting for YHWH to
gather us and bring us to the land.
Eze_36:24 For I will take you from among the heathen, and gather you out of all countries, and
will bring you into your own land.
Eze_37:21 And say unto them, Thus saith YHWH Elohim; Behold, I will take the children of
Israel from among the heathen, whither they be gone, and will gather them on every side, and
bring them into their own land:
This is not for us to do under our own power as other “Zionist” pushers like Monte Judah would
tell us, as the abominable new temple is about to go up. We should not do this without it being
the work of Messiah. What you are doing is furthering hasatan’s agenda, not YHWH’s. To see
you in this camp is so disappointing. It hurts to admit it, but you are after all just another false
teacher.
Sincerely,
Gina Schubbe
Our desire to have a headquarters in Jerusalem in which the brethren could stay and tour the
land has not changed. We have now asked twice for this. We will not ask again. In the years
that are coming, I have no idea what most of you are going to do. I do know what I am going to
be doing.
You are commanded to go up to Jerusalem three times a year. Where do you stay? You
spend your money on a hotel that you could have used to help support our own place. You
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need to be in Jerusalem to be protected from what is coming. You need to be in Jerusalem to
flee from Jerusalem into the wilderness. The Torah tells you what to do. Christian lies and
misunderstandings keep us from doing anything to build the Kingdom. Sorry, I am not going to
wait to be captured and tortured. I will do as Torah says to do.
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Hello,
I am new to your site. I was researching some scripture and came across your website, which
appears to be very thorough and informative.
However, I am a Christian. My lineage is Jewish (non-practicing) on my mother’s side but I’ve
always been very interested in learning more and more about this part of my history and about
faith in general.
I must say that your site appears to assume a great deal of hate is aimed at Jews by Christians and,
worse yet, the sentiment seems like it is being reciprocated, per the many hateful comments
toward and about Christians on your site.
Why do you, personally, hate Christians?
Why do you assume all Christians hate all Jews?
Why do you assume all Jews hate all Christians?
Although we differ on the Messiah (somewhat), most of my beliefs are very similar to yours. And
even if you disagree with me and even if it all comes to pass in a way that NO ONE RELIGION
got completely right, I do know that Jesus taught LOVE, ACCEPTANCE, TOLERANCE and
FAITH.
That is what I practice as a Christian woman. I am humble enough to know I do not have all the
answers. And perhaps, just perhaps… neither do you.
Admitting I do not have all the answers does not alter or impede my faith – but it does make me
more loving and tolerant of all people, regardless of their beliefs.
I cannot believe that our God is a hateful entity who would accept your dissemination of more
hatred and intolerance, no matter how small. I’ve listened to John Hagee – he doesn’t “hate” Jews.
He doesn’t believe that Jews are going to be “destroyed” after the Rapture. He is very
INCLUSIONARY and GRATEFUL to Jews and the Jewish Faith.
Even beyond Christians and Jews, we are all brothers and sisters and we were ALL created by
God. Some have come a little farther, spiritually speaking, than others and persecuting Jews (or
any person) for their faith will NOT (I believe) get you into the Rapture club.
Perhaps you feel that your hate isn’t on the same level as the Muslim extremists who are intent on
wiping all Jews (and Christians and just about everyone on Earth except themselves) out, but hate
is hate. Intolerance is intolerance. Fear is fear. And none of these are what I believe God intended
for us to live with, in or on.
Just one reader’s feedback: Love more. Forgive more than that. And fear ONLY God, not the
beliefs of your fellow brothers and sisters on planet Earth.
Stephanie Spomergot
There is not much I can say to this, although I tried. Some people really need to read what I say
and not what they think I say.
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I got a bone to pick with you over your newsletter. You say women just don’t understand how
men are wired. I say vice versa. As head of house as Yah ordained, the man is responsible for
setting up a happy environment where his woman feels loved and nurtured and not controlled or
abused in any way, including verbally. If a man uplifts his woman all the time and she feels
appreciated and treasured, then she will respond and he will get just about all the sex he wants. It
does not work the other way Joe, that a woman gives her man his sex and then she will get all she
wants from him. Just the mere fact that the man is head of the house and the spiritual leader attests
to this. It is HIS responsibility to see that his house is healthy and happy.
BH
Last weeks News Letter was from one point only. That point is from a man’s perspective. It
comes as result of conversations I had with people the week before. I was not writing about
women, but I was writing about men and how they think in an effort to help women understand
men. When I figure out women, I will write about them. After 58 years, I have not got it figured
out yet, at least not well enough to write about it.
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I just read your transcribed teaching about sex addiction. Thank you for this very frank and well
presented testimony of your own personal story. I am very interested to see that you came by way
of sexaholics anonymous. I too have had some dealings with ACOA or ACA, which is the
children of alcoholics. I personally was not the child of an alcoholic but as the wording of the
program declares, if you identify with the problem, you are in the right place. I was depressed,
isolated, feared men and was definitely suicidal. This was many years ago. This wonderful
program and the few people who gathered to talk openly about their personal stories and history
were the reason I was able to even get “to square one” from which I was able to look more closely
at “Christianity” and move on from there. I had a sad history of death, neglect and betrayal. After
the death of my mother (when I was 16), my father married a Catholic who hated me and I was
rejected from the love and care of my family. I carved my own path in the world from then on.
There were times that I sold my body to pay my way. Being arty and an outside the box thinker,
morality was not my top priority! I did not experience the worst depravities, but I saw it in other
people’s lives, in which drugs began to play a part. I watched from close up how some were ruled
by addictions and pimps. I am forever grateful that by the grace of God, I never turned to drugs. I
appreciate your talk so much, because I too have always hated the “squeaky clean denial” mode of
the average Christian. I was only able to tolerate “the church” at all, after the wonderful
experience of the ACOA group and it’s mutual confession sessions. If only this openness could
make it’s way into “the church.” (Ah, it actually HAS… in your teaching! But as a regular thing!)
It is a sad reality that many men are hardly more than ravening wolves. I have often wondered
about the secrets that they may be hiding, when talking to a preacher or church brother, My
experience tells me that only those who are very VERY forthright about their sexual challenges
are the ones who are truly trustworthy in a dark ally. I have a definite allergy to men who have
secrets, who won’t address the issues. Once you have seen something of the dark side of life, one
develops an instinct about people. And lets not forget, many women have secrets too. We may
not have the problem to the same extent as men, but we are not immune to habitual sexual sin!
When you read this teaching transcript, it is wonderful to see how you, our wonderful brother,
have brought forthrightness and openness to a pulpit, and as you mention, the teaching has been
read by so many. I can understand how this would offend many. Sadly, probably the same people
who probably need to see it, hear it and take a long hard look at themselves. Anyhow, I really just
wanted to voice my own gratitude for your bravery and openness. Thank you brother! I do hope to
meet you someday!

FBM
Thank you. This article has helped many abused and sexually addicted people come to face
their own demons and to take action on them. Teshuvah, return to Yehovah.
Rosh Hashanah and The Rapture
This Sabbath according to the sighted moon, it is the 27th day of Elul. There is a great deal of
hype about the 29th of Elul which according to the Hebrew calendar is tomorrow Sunday Sept
13.
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Sept 13 is the solar eclipse. You can view the details of it at this link. This solar eclipse is only
visible from South Africa.
But many will be saying this is taking place on Rosh Hashanah the first day of the Jewish year
which will begin that evening at sunset.
Elul 29 for us on the crescent moon calendar is going to be on Monday evening Sept 14 or
Tuesday day Sept 15. Monday evening the crescent has a very high degree of difficulty of
being seen. It will be easily seen on Tuesday evening.
So which day is going to be the first day of the 7th month? Is it going to be Monday night and
Tuesday day, or Tuesday night and Wednesday day? We just do not know.
Mat 24:36 But of that day and hour no one knows, no, not the angels of Heaven, but only My
Father.
The day Yehshua is to come on is the same day He was born on. It is the day no one can
know, the Day, Yom, of Shouting, Teruah. Yom Teruah, The Feast of Trumpets.
This day is celebrated for two days. Do you know why? Read this from Judaism 101.
Rosh Hashanah is celebrated as two days everywhere (in Israel and outside Israel), because it
occurs on the first day of a month. Messengers were not dispatched on the holiday, so even people
in Israel.

did not know whether a new moon had been observed ,
and everybody celebrated two days. The practice was also maintained as a custom after the
mathematical calendar was adopted.
That mathematical calendar began in 352 with Hillel.
Elul 29 is Sunday on the Hebrew Calendar.
Many say the Jubilee year now begins but they also say the Jubilee year is 2017 based on the
Daniel Timeline. How can this be? Illogical.
Along with this group of people who only casually study the bible are those christian groups
who do not and will not obey the Creator of the bible they say they study from. And it is this
group that is saying the Rapture is going to take place on Sept 13, the day of Feast of Yom
Teruah. The Feast they will not obey and keep. How ironic. What hypocrisy. It makes me sick.
They truly expect to be taken out before the blood moon on Sept 28, when they suppose the
Jews are going to be attacked and destroyed at the start of Sukkot. And this blood moon is
supposed to be a super nova blood moon. Oooohhhh, I am shaking in my boots.
To all those who are expecting to be Raptured this Sunday, if you truly do believe this, then
please send me your money via Paypal right now before you go. You won’t need it and I am
not going with you and could sure use it to warn the rest of those left behind that you left
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already. So please send it all to me tonight before you go or is your faith so shallow that you’re
going to hang on to it because you do not believe in your own false teachings?
If on the other hand you are still here on Tuesday and then want to begin to learn the truth and
have had enough lies from your pastor, then read our News Letter and books and watch the
videos. You will be shocked at what you’re about to learn.
The Great Invasion of Prophetic History
The following is the NBC News report of the drowned little boy who’s boat capsized off the
Greek coast after fleeing Turkey.
But the truth of this story is not one who is escaping ISIS and running for their lives. No, the
truth is that this family was seeking to come to Europe for economic gains and they drowned in
the sea. It is still sad but it is not based on the notion that they were fleeing ISIS.
http://dailycaller.com/2015/09/07/story-begins-to-unravel-about-drowned-syrian-boy/
Now as we write, and for the past few months, the influx of Islamic so-called refugees has gone
epidemic. Those places who at first wanted to help are now being attacked and have riots as
more and more refugees flood those countries who are not able to deal with so many at one
time.
Now Europe is opening wide the gates to these people, especially Germany and France. North
America too is wanting to accept more and more. All of this because of the picture of a dead
boy on the beach who died because His family tried to cheat and jump the line on immigration
in an illegal way.
Where was the world last year? Where were their bleeding hearts and cries for justice and
mercy and for extending help to the over 4,000 Yazidi women captured and systematically
raped every day? Where was the outcry as girls as young as 9 were being raped over and
over, and then had their vaginas reconstructed and sold again as virgins like cattle in some
slave market? Where is the outcry for this?
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No, the world did not come to the rescue of
these women. But instead the world is going
to stand up and be courageous and take in
tens of thousands of these supposedly
refugees who seem to be hell bent on making
the nations they go to just as much a waste
land as the lands from which they have come.
Many of the videos I see of these immigrants
have one thing in common. The complete lack
of women. Most of the videos have only men
refugees. Where are all the women and
children? It seems very strange. But not at all.
I have seen the pictures of an ISIS jihadist on
one side and then the same person as a
refugee claiming to be the victim, yet our
liberal bleeding heart society does not get it.
We are witnessing the invasion of Europe on a mass scale.
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Ask yourself some simple questions. Why are these people not fleeing to Muslim countries like
the Gulf States? The answer is here.
Why have no Syrians fled to Russia? Actually 182 of them did go through Russia on their way
to Europe. Where are the long line-ups for these refugees to get into China?
Between 10 and 12 million Syrians have been displaced by the bloody civil war raging in their
country. Most still remain within Syria’s borders, but around four million have fled over the
borders into neighboring countries, mostly Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon, and beyond.
Lebanon, which has 1.1 million Syrian refugees, shut her borders to the Syrians in June of last
year. Jordan, host to another 630,000, followed suit in August last year, preventing more
Syrians from abandoning their country.

By early August 2015, European states had received nearly 350,000 asylum applications from
Syrians, nearly a third of whom applied to Germany for asylum. Another 65,000 have applied
Sweden and 50,000 in Serbia. Hungary and Austria have received close to 19,000
applications each although that figure is likely to rise, while the UK is processing 7,030
applications, according to the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR).
Yet a midst cries for Europe to do more, it has transpired that of the five wealthiest countries
on the Arabian Peninsula, that is, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait and Bahrain, not one has
taken in a single refugee from Syria. Instead, they have argued that accepting large numbers
of Syrians is a threat to their safety, as terrorists could be hiding within an influx of people.
Sherif Elsayid-Ali, Amnesty International’s Head of Refugee and Migrants’ Rights, has
slammed their inaction as “shameful”.
What is going on in all of this?
Also note the Syrian war is not in Libya, nor any other North African country, and yet the boats
are packed as they sail from Libya to Italy.
Germany just spent 6.6 Million to take in over 800,000 refugees by the end of 2015.
Since 2005 we have been speaking about this. In our News letters in 2009 we wrote about it.
In The Prophecies of Abraham on pages 90-112 we again warn you of the awakening of Islam.
Gen 27:38 And Esau said to his father, Have you but one blessing, my father? Bless me, me also,
my father. And Esau lifted up his voice and wept. 39 And Isaac his father answered and said to
him, Behold! Your dwelling shall be of the fatness of the earth and of the dew of heaven from
above. 40 And by your sword you shall live, and shall serve your brother. And it shall be when
you shall have the dominion, you shall break his yoke from off your neck. 41 And Esau hated
Jacob because of the blessing with which his father had blessed him. And Esau said in his heart,
The days of mourning for my father are at hand. Then I will kill my brother Jacob.
We published The Prophecies of Abraham in March 2010. In February 2011 the Arab Spring
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began across Africa and Middle East. Leaders loyal to the west fell and those loyal to the
Muslim cause rose up to take their place.
We have repeatedly warned you of the words of Daniel.
Dan 11:36 And the king shall do according to his will. And he shall exalt and magnify himself
above every god, and shall speak marvelous things against the God of gods, and shall prosper
until the fury is fulfilled. For that which is decreed shall be done. 37 He will not regard the God of
his fathers, nor the desire of women, nor regard any god. For he shall magnify himself above
all. 38 But in his place he shall honor the god of forces; and a god whom his fathers did not know,
he shall honor with gold and silver, and with precious stones and desirable things. 39 So he shall
act in the fortresses of the strongholds with a strange god, whom he shall acknowledge. He shall
multiply in glory, and he shall cause them to rule over many, and shall divide the land for a price.
40 And at the end-time, the king of the south shall butt at him. And the king of the north shall
come against him like a tempest, with chariots and with horsemen and with many ships. 41 And he
shall enter into the countries and shall overflow and pass over. He shall also enter into the
glorious land, and many shall be stumbled. But these shall escape out of his hand: Edom and
Moab, and the chief of the sons of Ammon. 42 And he shall stretch out his hand on the lands. And
the land of Egypt shall not escape. 43 But he shall have power over the treasures of gold and
silver, and over all the precious things of Egypt. And the Libyans and the Ethiopians shall be at
his steps.
The god of forces is Mary and the god his fathers never knew is Islam.
This butting from the King of the South has not happened as of this
writing. We are told of it in more detail in Daniel 8. Read it. Once
this butting happens then the King of the North will attack him like a
whirlwind.
Now that Germany has all these immigrants, its connections to the
Middle East are growing stronger every day.
We also have told you about the prophecy of Joseph when he was
in prison with the baker and cup bearer. The Cup bearer is The
Catholic Church, and Baker is Al Baker the head of ISIS. We
expect Baker to attack Rome and then reap the wrath of Europe
and his execution. See our article, The Pope and ISIS in Prophecy.
We have seen what Germany can do to the world twice now. We
have seen the hatred they have for the Jews and now those who
hate the Jews have joined with them and are being welcomed with open arms.
We remind you all once again of the prophecy found in Psalm 83.
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Psa 83:1 A Song. A Psalm of Asaph. Keep not
silence, O God; do not be speechless, and be not
still, O God. 2 For lo, Your enemies roar; and
those who hate You have lifted up their head. 3
They take shrewd counsel against Your people,
and plot against Your hidden ones. 4 They have
said, Come, and let us cut them off from being a
nation, so that the name Israel may be
remembered no more. 5 For with one heart they
have plotted together; they have made a
covenant against You– 6 the tents of Edom, and the Ishmaelites; of Moab, and the Hagarites; 7
Gebal, and Ammon, and Amalek; the Philistines with the people of Tyre 8 and Assyria has joined
with them; they have helped the sons of Lot. Selah.
All of those mentioned are plainly Arab nations today. The one that stands out and the one that
is not Arab at all is Assyria. We have gone into great detail to show you in a court of law that
the modern nation of Assyria today is known as Germany. Watch our video on Assyria and
learn more about where we are in these exciting and terrifying times.
More and more people are writing to me to tell me that I was right in everything I have been
saying. The nightly news just keeps proving these teachings on the Sabbatical years true. That
may be true, but it really does not matter. What matters is that you return to Yehovah and
begin to obey Him by keeping the Sabbath and the Holy Days at the proper time, as well as
the Sabbatical year again at the proper time. If you do not obey Him, then your worship is in
vain and your family is going to be killed.
I know that is not the Christian way of grace, but it is the facts of your bible, nonetheless.
Look at the following list of hoopla Christianity is focusing on in expectation of the return of
Jesus.
They are focused on;
;the World Day of Prayer announced by the Pope Sept 1, 2015.
;the anniversary of Sept 11 on Friday, 14 years after 9/11 and the last trading day
before Rabbi Cahn’s prediction.
;the Prediction of Rabbi Cahn on Sept 13, Elul 29, the supposedly end of the
Shmetah and the crash of the stock market.
;Sept 13 a partial solar eclipse on The Jewish Feast day of Yom Teruah.
;Sept 14th the markets open after Shmetah and Sept 15th the 70th Session of the
UN General Assembly convenes.
;Sept 17th is the Deadline on the Iran Nuclear Deal.
;Sept 21 the Hajj to Mecca begins & UN National Day of Peace. ( Peace Peace
when there is no peace.)
;Fall Equinox on Sept 23, also Yom Kippur on Jewish calendar. Pope to speak at
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White House.
;Pope address Joint Session of Congress Sept 24
;Sept 25, Pope address United Nations and holds mass Madison Square Gardens.
; Sept 28 is the final Super Blood Moon and the Feast of Tabernacles.
But while the Christian world watches and does nothing, you will all be keeping
each of the Holy Days of Lev 23 at the proper time according to the sighted moon
which will be reported this Monday or Tuesday Sept 14 or 15. Remember no man
can know the day or the hour, so we patiently wait.
None of these things affect the prophecies Yehovah has revealed to you through
the understanding of the Sabbatical and Jubilee years. You still have time to warn
people about what is coming and to explain to them why. Do it each day during the
Holy Day season. Make a point to share with someone or some group each day.
Give them all time to get ready by Aviv 1, 2016. Send them to the videos. Sit with
them and watch the videos together.
Time is no longer on our side. The Hunters are gathering, and soon they will begin
the slaughter as Daniel 8 and Daniel 9 warn us about in the middle of the 120th
Jubilee cycle and it lasts for 2,300 days. Are you ready? Have you repented before
Yehovah? Is your name going to be found in the Book Of Life?
If you scroll down on my Facebook page you will see many videos about this mass
immigration, and the beating and assaulting on women who are not Islamic. I will not post them
here. It is time we all got educated in the real facts of life.
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